ScienceDirect Journals – Social Sciences

The following titles are now available through Egan Library Journal Search and at ScienceDirect. Titles in bold designate journals subscribed to by the University of Alaska consortium. UAS, UAF, and UAA have committed to subscribe to these titles as long as budget and research needs support their retention. Titles in plain text designate titles available through 2008 as part of a trial subscription to the ScienceDirect Freedom Collection.

Anthropology & Archaeology
- International journal of intercultural relations
- Journal of anthropological archaeology
- Journal of archaeological science
- Journal of human evolution
- Anthropologie
- Homo: journal of comparative human biology
- Race and Society

Business & Economics
- Ecological economics
- Energy policy
- European economic review
- Global environmental change human and policy dimensions
- Industrial marketing management
- Information and software technology
- Journal of accounting education
- Journal of business research
- Journal of comparative economics
- Journal of economic theory
- Journal of economics and business
- Journal of environmental economics and management
- Journal of environmental management
- Accounting forum Elsevier
- Accounting organizations and society
- Advances in Accounting
- Advances in International Accounting
- Animal feed science and technology
- British accounting review
- Business horizons
- Case manager
- China economic review
- Cities
- Computers environment and urban systems
- Critical perspectives on accounting
- Decision support systems
- Economic modelling
- Economic systems
- Economics letters
- Electricity journal
- Emerging markets review
- Energy economics
- Energy technologies resources reserves demands impact conservation management policy
- European journal of political economy
- European management journal
- Explorations in economic history
Finance research letters
Food policy
Food quality and preference
Fuel cells bulletin
Futures London
Global finance journal
Human resource management review
Information and management
Information and organization
Information economics and policy
Insurance mathematics and economics
International business review
International journal of accounting information systems
International journal of industrial organization
International journal of research in marketing
International journal of transport management
International review of economics and finance
International review of financial analysis
Japan and the world economy
Journal of accounting and economics
Journal of Asian economics
Journal of banking and finance
Journal of business venturing
Journal of constructional steel research
Journal of corporate finance
Journal of development economics
Journal of econometrics
Journal of economic behavior and organization
Journal of economic dynamics and control
Journal of economic psychology
Journal of empirical finance
Journal of financial economics
Journal of financial intermediation
Journal of financial markets
Journal of Financial Stability
Journal of health economics
Journal of high technology management research
Journal of international accounting auditing and taxation
Journal of international economics
Journal of international financial markets institutions and money
Journal of international management
Journal of international money and finance
Journal of macroeconomics
Journal of mathematical economics
Journal of monetary economics
Journal of multinational financial management
Journal of public economics
Journal of purchasing and supply management
Journal of retailing
Journal of retailing and consumer services
Journal of rural studies
Journal of socio economics
Journal of strategic information systems
Journal of the Japanese and international economies
Journal of urban economics
Journal of vocational behavior
Journal of world business JWB
Labour economics
Land use policy
Landscape and urban planning
Leadership quarterly
Long range planning
Management accounting research
North American journal of economics and finance
Omega Oxford
Organizational dynamics
Pacific Basin finance journal
Pedosphere
Progress in planning
Psychologie du travail et des organisations
quarterly review of economics and finance journal of the Midwest Economics Association
Regional science and urban economics
Research in Economics
Research in International Business and Finance
Research in Organizational Behavior
Research in Social Stratification and Mobility
Resource and energy economics
Review of Economic Dynamics
Review of financial economics RFE
Safety science
Scandinavian journal of management
Socio economic planning sciences
Sociologie du Travail
Structural change and economic dynamics
Structural Safety
Technovation
Utilities policy
World development

Political Science
Electoral studies
Political geography

Psychology
Cognitive psychology
Infant behavior and development
Intelligence
Journal of applied developmental psychology
Journal of environmental psychology
Journal of memory and language
Journal of research in personality
Acta psychologica
Annales medico psychologiques
Arts in psychotherapy
Body image
Cognition
Cognitive Development
Computers in human behavior
Consciousness and cognition
Developmental review DR
European review of applied psychology Revue EuropOenue de psychologie appliquuE
Evolution and human behavior
Journal of consumer psychology
Journal of experimental child psychology
Journal of mathematical psychology
Learning and motivation
Learning and motivation (Elsevier)
New Ideas in Psychology
Organizational behavior and human decision processes
Personality and Individual Differences
Pratiques Psychologiques
Psychologie Francaise
Psychology of Sport and Exercise
Thinking Skills and Creativity

Social Sciences, Other
Applied geography
Child abuse and neglect
Children and youth services review
International journal of drug policy
Journal of air transport management
Journal of criminal justice
Journal of experimental social psychology
Orbis
Public health
Public relations review
Social science journal
Transport policy
Accident analysis and prevention
Alcohol
Alter European Journal of Disability research Journal europeen de recherche sur le handicap
Communist and post communist studies
Computer fraud and security
Evaluation and program planning
History of European ideas
History of the family
International journal of forecasting
International journal of information management
Journal of accounting and public policy
Journal of China Universities of Posts and Telecommunications
Journal of cultural heritage
Journal of historical geography
Journal of medieval history
Journal of policy modeling
Journal of safety research
Journal of transport geography
Journal of Transportation Systems Engineering and Information Technology
Reliability Engineering and System Safety
Research in Developmental Disabilities
Research in Transportation Economics
Sauvegarde de l Enfance
Science and Justice
Social networks
Social science research
Speech Communication
Telecommunications policy